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SUMMARY 

INDUSTRY : Zinc Smelter 

 

PRODUCT : ARC 988, ARC CS4 

 

EQUIPMENT : Concrete Bund and Acid Storage Facility  

 

LOCATION : Tasmania, Australia 

 

SUMMARY : New acid storage facility constructed with ARC Composites 

to provide resistance to mineral acids.   
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

  

Existing acid containment bunds were suffering from severe chemical 

attack and lacked the capacity required to contain a major acid spill.  

 

A much larger bund capable of long term submersion in various 

concentrations of sulphuric acid was required.  

 

The bund also had to be large enough to contain spilt acid resulting from 

the catastrophic tank failure.  
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

  

Severe acid attack had completely 

dissolved a large percentage of the 

existing bund floor.  
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SOLUTION  

Critical areas of  the new acid 

containment storage facility were 

lined with ARC composites.  

 

All expansion joints were filled 

with a flexible fluoroelastomer 

joint sealant. 

A bund was constructed with an area of over 

2000 m2 
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SOLUTION 

The bund construction showing the bases for the 

two future sulphuric acid tanks. 
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SOLUTION 

Spoon drains in two existing 

bunds were also upgraded with 

ARC composites. 

  

This picture shows a demolished 

drain prior to reconstruction and 

upgrading with ARC composites. 
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SOLUTION  

The spoon drain in service after upgrading the sump with ARC 988. All 

drain areas were coated with ARC CS4 and the joints have been 

constructed with Viton fluoroelastomer. 
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SOLUTION  

Viton fluoroelastomer was applied to over 800 metres of horizontal 

construction joints. It was also applied in vertical joints.                              
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SOLUTION 

Polyethylene bond breaker tape was installed 

to avoid three sided adhesion in the expansion 

joints. The joint sides were coated with a 

Hydrophobic primer prior to application of the 

fluoroelastomer sealant.                             
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SOLUTION 

The head pit sends acid from existing areas to the new bund.  

This critical area was upgraded with ARC 988. 
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RESULTS 

The low set sump at 

the discharge of the 

main spill drain 

collects all spilt acids 

from the plant.  

 

The walls and floor 

of this sump were 

coated with ARC 

988. 
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RESULTS 

Viton flexible acid 

resistant fluoroelastomer 

was applied in the 

vertical constructed 

joints. 

ARC 988 composite for 

concrete 

Viton flexible acid resistant 

fluoroelastomer was also 

applied in the horizontal 

constructed joints. 
The Completed Bund 
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CONTACT US 

Let us help you find out how our products, can improve your 

operations and save you time and money. 

Toll free  : 1800 352 228 

International : +61 2 8853 3000 

Email  : info@imatech.com.au 

Website : www.imatech.com.au 
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